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A methodology of uncertainty quantification developed in a series of studies and termed Bound-toBound Data Collaboration (abbreviated to B2B-DC) will be presented. B2B-DC is framework for
combining models and training data from multiple sources to explore their collective information content.
It is built on an underlying physical process and associated model, a collection of experimental
observations with specified uncertainties, algebraic surrogate models (response surfaces) representing
parametric dependence of the physical-model predictions of the experimental observables on the
uncertain parameters, and specialized constrained-optimization algorithms. The methodology makes
predictions on the true feasible set, transfers the uncertainties of both model parameters and training‐set
experiments directly into prediction, tests and quantifies consistency among data and models, explores
sources of inconsistency, discriminates among differing models, and enables analysis of global
sensitivities of uncertainty in prediction to the uncertainties in data and model. Applications of the
approach include combustion science and engineering, atmospheric chemistry, and system biology.
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